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A new distance measure 
using L’CO-FWHM correlation



Tomo GOTO

Dark Energy

One of the biggest mysteries of 
modern astronomy/physics.



The next key question.

Is Dark Energy time variable?

Dark energy equation of state, w=p/ρ

c.f. w=-1 : cosmological constant
w=1/3 : radiation



ρ/p=w0+wz z/(1+z)

State-of-the-art

w
z



Variability of Dark Energy 

probe at high-z

Variability needs a 
long time span. 

⇒We need to probe 

at high-z.

Time variable models

King et al. (2014)



Type Ia supernova are less 

useful at high-z because,

• Too faint to be observed at high-z 
• Long time-delay before reaching 

Chandrasekhar mass (a few Gyrs). 
⇨Very few at high-z

We need a brighter standard candle.



Standard candle

Standard campfire



What can be a 

standard campfire?



Sub-millimeter 

galaxies are being 

observed at high-

z with ALMA

Wang et al. (2013)



Large sample of CO galaxies 

compiled from literature

195 CO galaxies (z>2),
the largest sample

Bothwell, et al. 2013, MNRAS,429, 3047
Carilli & Walter, 2013, ARA&A, 51, 105
Harris, et al. 2012, ApJ, 752,152

…



We confirmed L’CO-FWHM correlation 

Bothwell, et al. 2013
Harris, et al. 2012



L’CO-FWHM correlation 

Best-fit power-law: 

A positive slope @ 8.7σ

Connecting median 

43% of scatter, consistent 
with thin random disk 
(~45%).

weak but very significant



Not surprising. At low-z, well-known 

Tully-Fisher relation exists.

L’CO-FWHM 
correlation can be 
considered high-z 
version of Tully-
Fisher relation

Courteau et al. (2007)



No sign of z evolution

Best-fit power-laws are:
FWHM (km/s) ∝(L′ /μ)0.22±0.04 (z≤3, blue) 
FWHM (km/s) ∝(L′ /μ)0.25±0.04 (z>3, red) 
⇒ Consistent to each other.



Hubble diagram to z~6

For now, errors are too large to conclude. However… 

black solid:(ΩM,ΩΛ )=(0.3,0.7)
green dotted: (ΩM , ΩΛ )=(0.3,0.0)
blue-dashed:(ΩM , ΩΛ )=(1.0,0.0)
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ALMA will improve, 

• Number of objects will improve significantly
- Cont. of S1.1mm = 3 mJy (z = 6.5) in 2.5sec
- Statistics to beat random noise.

• Inclination & Magnification measurements
- ALMA spatial resolution ~0.037” (110 GHz)

~0.2 kpc at z=6. 
- Sufficient to resolve submm galaxies (several kpc) 



Summary

• The largest sample of submm galaxies 
with CO detection at z>2 (N=195)

• A weak but very significant
L’CO-FWHM correlation

• Possibly used for a Hubble diagram to 
z~6 and beyond.

• Goto & Toft, A&A, 579 (2015) A17 


